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Abstract—The use of solid materials in tubular, linear 
machines have significant manufacturing benefits, as this 
removes the need for an axially-laminated stator. However, 
this comes at the cost of extra eddy current losses. In this 
paper, a detailed analysis of the behavior of eddy currents 
in a tubular permanent magnet machine that comprises 
unconventional magnetic circuit is given highlighting the 
importance of the field distribution and current directions, 
when compared to conventional magnetic circuits. This 
analysis is then used to identify and investigate the 
appropriate eddy current reduction methods for tubular 
machines, when a solid material stator is being used. 
Accurate 3D models have been built and then validated on 
previously-built testing set-ups. Different winding 
configurations have been accounted. Finally, 
considerations of these techniques are given when being 
implemented into an actual, tubular machine design, 
highlighting the improved performance and losses.  

 
Index Terms—Solid Materials, Eddy Current Losses, 

TLPM Motor. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

mong the various linear actuators, tubular linear 

permanent magnet (TLPM) motor, such as shown in 

Fig.1, are particularly attractive, since they can produce 

linear motions directly without rotation-to-translation 

conversion mechanism [1]. TLPM motors eliminate the mech-

anical complications synonymous with electro-mechanical 

actuators. Also, they have a compact structure and higher 

force density when compared with other linear motor topolo-

gies [2-4]. However, as claimed in [5], their main drawbacks 

are the inability of linear motors to reach the high force-to-

volume ratios required from several challenging applications 

such as aerospace actuation systems and their construction 

complexity when axial lamination configuration is opted for. 
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Fig. 1 TLPM motor construction. 

This stator lamination configuration negatively affects the 

stator stack factor fstack, which refers to the thickness of the 

laminations and insulation between laminations, due to the 

existing of voids between stator sheets. Their other main 

challenge is that tubular linear motors have relatively low out-

put power per unit volume and low efficiency, when compared 

with equivalent Electro-Mechanical Actuators EMAs [6, 7]. 

Therefore, it is necessary to find appropriate solutions to 

improve the performance of tubular linear motors, while 

reducing both the cost and the manufacturing complexity. 

As proposed in [5, 8], due to the particular radial and axial 

directions of the flux and the complexity of employing axially 

laminated sheets in the stator part, solid material can actually 

represent an optimal solution in terms of force to cost ratio. 

These works also state the feasibility of using solid 

materials instead of laminated materials when the application 

requires low frequency of operating as in [3, 8]. The main 

drawback of a solid core structure is the high eddy current loss 

which becomes the main source of loss of the motor [5, 8, 9]. 

In this paper, the eddy current distribution in a tubular 

machine with a solid stator is investigated. The eddy current 

reduction techniques given in [5, 8] will be implemented and 

analyzed based on finite element (FE) analyses using the 

Infolytica commercial package. Experimental work is carried 

out in order to validate these methods and then identify the 

appropriate method which can be employed for a TLPM 

machine which comprises an unconventional magnetic circuit, 

as classified in [10]. The proposed methods will be validated 

on purposely-built setups [10] and also on a dedicated, 

magnetic measurement system, and  then implemented into a 

“real” machine application. Using accurate 3D FE models, the 

proposed methodologies are compared in order to provide 

considerations on the machine performance and losses when 

such eddy current reduction techniques been used. 

II. THE MAGNETIC CIRCUITS OF TLPM 

Unlike the magnetic circuit of rotating machines, TLPM 

machines can be classified as machines with unconventional 

magnetic circuit. In this type of electrical machines, the magn- 
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Table I TLPM data [3]. 

parameters  value units 

Number of poles Npole 10 - 

Number of slots Nslot 12 - 

Pole pitch ratio αpole 0.3 - 

Pole pitch Τpole 20 mm 

Magnetic height hm 6 mm 

Air gap length Lg 1 mm 

 
Fig. 2 Flux lines and direction in the stator core of a TLPM. 

-etic flux is traveling axially in parallel to the axis of mot-ion 

and the eddy current is rotating tangentially in concentric to 

the axis of motion as described in the following subsection. 

A. Flux distribution 

Considering an interior permanent magnet (IPM) 

configuration  such as shown in Fig. 2, whose data is given in 

Table I [3], the magnetic field distribution in the air gap region 

can be expressed by (1). The magnetic vector potential A, has 

only one component Aɵ, defined in the cylindrical coordinates 

and the analytical solution of (1) can be used to compute the 

air gap flux density distribution of the TLPM motor of Fig. 1. 

Equations (2) and (3) show the analytical solution of the 

flux density distribution in the air gap region, where r is the 

radius measured from the machine center to the middle of the 

air gap region, BIr and BIz are the radial and axial components 

of air gap flux density, BI and BK are the Bessel function of 

first and second kinds, an and bn are harmonic coefficients of 

nth order [11]. The results are then compared with those of the 

FE model of the same machine, designed and built in [3]. This 

comparison of the normal and tangential components of the 

air-gap flux density is shown in Fig. 3, where an excellent 

similarity can be easily observed. 
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The total flux passing through the machine tooth is given in 

(4), where, Rin is the inner stator radius and τface is the tooth 

face width [12]. 

𝛷𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑡ℎ = ∫ 2 . 𝜋. 𝑅𝑖𝑛 . 𝐵𝑟  . 𝑑𝑧

𝜏𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒

−𝜏𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒

 (4) 

Considering that all the above will be implemented for a 

solid core configuration, then a very important point to 

consider is the ability of the flux to ‘penetrate’ the magnetic 

circuit. A known approximation to this aspect is given in (5)  

 
Fig. 3 Analytical and FE results or air gap flux density. 

 
Fig. 4 Penetration depth ratio of solid tooth. 

where δ is the penetration depth, f is the frequency of the 

excitation current, σ is the Electrical Conductivity of the 

ferromagnetic material and μ is the permeability of 

ferromagnetic material as a function of B given in [10]. 

𝛿 =  √
1

𝜋. 𝑓. µ(𝐵). 𝜎
 (5) 

The results of (5) are shown in Fig. 4 which highlights the 

dynamic penetration depth as a function of frequency 

normalized to the tooth width measured from the center line of 

the tooth, where the nonlinearity of magnetic permeability also 

taking into consideration. 

B. Eddy current distribution 

As a result of radial and axial travelling flux directions and 

accordance to Ampere’s law, the induced eddy current is 

rotating in θ direction around the circumference of the 

electrically conductive parts as shown in Fig. 5(b). The θ 

direction which is given above and used in (1) represents the 

direction of the eddy current and the magnetic vector potential 

(A) in a cylindrical coordinate system as shown in Fig. 5(a). 

As described in [10], for such a configuration,  the 

excitation currents flow in opposite directions to each other (in 

each coil side).  Thus, the induced eddy current caused by an 

external time varying current located close the tooth surface 

has a 180o phase shift with respect to the excitation current 

[13]. Therefore, there are two eddy current components inside 

the tooth body and they are rotating in opposite directions [8] 

as shown in Fig. 6. 

It is important to note that for such machines, different 

winding topologies can be used, including single layer wind-

ings, double layer windings and multilayer windings [14, 15]. 

As can be observed in Fig. 1, any tooth may lie between two 

coil sides that carry current of the same phase or of different 

phases. Modern multi-layer winding configuration machines 

[14], usually comprise teeth that lie between coil sides carry-

ing currents  for  more than  two  phases.  Therefore,  the eddy 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 5 Eddy current distribution of TLPM with coordinate systems. 

 
Fig. 6 Eddy current direction in single tooth and single-phase winding. 

current in each tooth can be said to depend on the direction 

and amplitude of the current in the relative slots. Fig. 7 shows 

two different winding configurations for a 12-slot machine. 

C. Slots Current Analysis 

Assuming balanced, three phase currents as described by 

(6), then the instantaneous total current in each slot is as given 

by (7). Alternatively, for single layer windings, the current in 

each slot is similar to the phase current of a corresponding 

slot. Fig. 8 shows the waveforms of the total current inside the 

1st to 6th slot normalized to the peak value of the excitation 

current with consideration of single turn coil system. 
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Generally, the total currents inside the 7th-to-12th slots are 

similar to those of the 1st-to-6th slots with 180o phase shift. It 

can be seen from (7) that, for one complete electrical cycle 

(2π), each tooth situated between two coils sides is facing a 

magnetic field strength H with magnitude and direction 

controlled by the net mmf produced by the total current 

flowing through these coils. Thus, the direction and magnitude 

of generated eddy current are governed by the current time 

condition of each slot. 

D. Eddy current analyses for different windings 

Numerical models of the machines shown in Fig. 7 have 

been built and used to analyze the eddy current behaviors in 

each tooth. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show the results of these 

simulations highlighting the instantaneous eddy current values 

and directions inside each tooth of double layer winding and 

single layer winding machine respectively. All figures show 

the eddy current variation with time in each tooth side. It can 

be easily observed that there are two eddy current conditions, 

namely the unidirectional eddy current condition, where the 

components of the eddy current are circulating in one direction 

 
(a) Single layer winding 

 
(b) Double layer winding 

Fig. 7 Winding configurations of 12 slot TLPM machine. 

 
Fig. 8 Instantaneous total slot current for double layer machine. 

and a bidirectional eddy current condition where the eddy 

current components have two opposite polarity in two sides. 

In the case of bidirectional eddy currents, the two (out of 

phase) eddy current components will generate losses due to 

two factors, namely 1) losses produced by the main 

components and 2) losses produced by the leakage current 

between these two components. For the case of unidirectional 

eddy currents, larger eddy current losses will be present due  

to the total path resistance, as this is much lower due to the 

larger cross section of the effective area [10]. 

III. EDDY CURRENT REDUCTION TECHNIQUES 

In addition to the main core of the machine (stator), eddy 

current can be generated in different machine parts, such as 

the stator core [5, 8, 9], the PMs  [16] and even parts 

embedded inside the machine such as heat paths as in [2]. 

Hence, various methods exist that can be used to improve 

eddy current losses for any part of TLPM machines.  

The flux and eddy current distributions, shown in Fig. 2 and 

Fig. 5, indicate that the transversely lamination of a tubular 

machine core gives an eddy current path almost equivalent to 

a solid core, as it will only increase the reluctance of the 

magnetic circuit on the motor back iron which has to be 

crossed by the flux [9]. An axially laminated core will 

significantly increase the resistance along the direction of the 

eddy current path, with a relative reduction in the stator’s 

stacking factor fstack due to voids between the laminated sheets. 

Thus, this method affects negatively on the machine power 

density and efficiency comparing with rotating machine which 

usually has a higher fstack. Also, axially lamination method is 

more complicated than transversally lamination method and 

requires careful manufacturing and assembly planning [17]. 

A compromise between the use of solid materials and 

manageable eddy current loss can be found by utilizing Soft 

Magnetic Composite materials (SMC) for stator core [18, 19]. 

However, the lower relative permeability (µr) has a significant 

effect on the machine performance especially the force density 

of the machine. Initial analyses using SMC confirmed the 

reduced performance [8] and therefore will not be included in 

the forthcoming analyses. 
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                               Tooth_1                                                 Tooth_2 

 
                               Tooth_3                                                 Tooth_4 

 
Tooth_5                                        Tooth_6 

Fig. 9 Eddy current inside all teeth of double layer, 12 slot TLPM. 

 
                               Tooth_1                                                 Tooth_2 

 
                               Tooth_3                                                 Tooth_4 

 
                               Tooth_5                                                 Tooth_6 

Fig. 10 Eddy current inside all teeth of single layer, 12 slot TLPM. 

A. The slitting technique 

If a solid material (non-SMC) stator is opted for, then an 

effective method for eddy current reduction is proposed in [5] 

and shown in Fig. 10, where the stator teeth  are slitted in 

different ways with one or more narrow ‘air-gaps’ radially 

along the direction of motion. 

The principle of this method is to increase the resistance of 

the eddy current path by increasing its effective length without 

affecting the flux path. The basic concept of this methodology, 

relative to the TLPM motor application at hand, is illustrated 

in Fig. 11, where (a) shows the ‘original’, solid stator tooth, 

called (for clarity) “Method A”, (b) shows the stator tooth 

when it has been cut with one radial complete slit “Method 

B”. (c) Shows the one direction partial slit “Method C”. This 

method is completely different from “Method B”, where non-

complete radial slits along the inner radius have been made 

and distributed uniformly along the inner surface in sunshine 

style. The reason for the uniform distribution is to keep the 

attractive force between the mover and the stator of the TLPM 

motor balanced and the radial force equal to zero. 

    
a) Method A b) Method B c) Method C d) Method D 

Fig. 11 Different Stator slitting configurations. 

      
(a) Bidirectional eddy current (b) Unidirectional eddy current 

Fig. 12 The concept of ring test set-ups. 

Table II Parameters of ring sample. 

Quantity value units 

Material type EN8 Mild Steel - 

Inner diameter 45 mm 

Outer diameter 55 mm 

Ring height 5 mm 

Mass density 7840  kg/m3 

Resistivity (20o C) 2.21e-007  Ω/m 

In “Method D”, the slitting technique has been upgraded 

where a simple modification to the “Method C” has been 

implemented and a two directions partial slits is introduced as 

shown in (d). This configuration is very similar to “Method C” 

but aims to further increase the eddy current path length 

through applying inner-outer slits configuration. 

Combinations of more than one method and/or increasing 

the number of slits will tend to further decrease in the eddy 

current losses but will also tend to increase the manufacturing 

complexity and cost, as well as, reducing the mechanical 

properties of the stator. For example, more than one-complete 

slit of “Method A” will considerably increase the structure 

complexity, also require of external mechanical support. 

The main advantage of using solid material with the slitting 

techniques methods mentioned above (with limited number of 

slits) is that it has less manufacturing complexity, higher force 

production at low frequencies, high fstack and good mechanical 

structure compared with lamination model [5, 8]. A higher 

number of slits results in reduced eddy current loss, but the 

generated thrust force will also be reduced due to the 

consequent reduction of stator magnetic material and active 

area which affects the total effective area of the stator part. 

IV. VALIDATION OF EDDY CURRENT REDUCTION 

TECHNIQUES 

Unconventional magnetic circuits, such as that of a TLPM 

motor, need a specific material characterization method for 

eddy current loss mapping and machine design optimization. 

An accurate method is introduced in [10], in which the actual 

magnetic circuit of a TLPM can be represented by using the 

two proposed set-ups namely; “two direction eddy current set-

up” and “one direction eddy current set-up”, as shown in Fig. 

12(a) and (b) respectively. This method generates a magnetic 

flux passes radially instead of azimuthally through the ring 

sample under the test, and hence, realistic eddy currents can be 

induced in the same directions as in an actual TLPM machine. 
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 (a) 

Solid ring 

(b) 

One complete 

slit 

(c) 

Unidirectional 

partial slits 

(d) 

Bidirectional 

partial slits 

Fig. 13 Rings samples under the test. 

In the first set-up, the produced eddy current has two main 

components, one circulating in each side of the sample with 

phase shift equal to π. The second set-up generates eddy 

current circulating completely in one direction inside the ring 

sample [10]. 

To validate the proposed eddy current reduction methods, 

four ring samples, whose main specifications are given in 

Table II, were manufactured. These ring samples are shown in 

Fig. 13, where; (a) is a solid ring, corresponding to “Method 

A”, (b) is a solid ring with one-complete slit, corresponding to 

“Method B”, (c) is a solid ring with one direction partial slit, 

corresponding to “Method C” and (d) is a solid ring with 50 

two directions partial slits, corresponding to “Method D”. 

The ring samples are slitted radially and not completely 

from the inner surface of the ring toward the outer direction 

along the ring radius. Using high precession Electric 

Discharge Machine EDM, 0.3mm slits thickness has been 

achieved. 

To evaluate the optimum number of slits of the ring 

samples, two factors have been taken into consideration. The 

first factor is the effect on the total electrical resistance along 

the eddy current path. This factor is calculated using the basic 

equation of electrical resistance (Rmat) or electrical 

conductance (Gmat) of any conducting material as shown in 

(8), where, σ is the electrical conductivity of the material, Leff 

is the effective length and Aeff is the effective area. The second 

factor is the total reduction of the inner surface area of the ring 

sample under investigation when the slitting action is 

implemented. Comparing with real machine, if this technique 

needs to be implemented, the ring inner surface area is 

equivalent to the active area of the inner surface of the stator 

where the linear force (Flin) of TLPM motor is generated as 

shown in (9) [3]. 

𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑡 =
1

𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑡

=
𝜎  .  𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓

 (8) 

𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑛 = 𝐴𝑟𝑚𝑠 ∗  𝐵𝑟𝑚𝑠 ∗ 𝐴𝑚𝑜𝑣 (9) 

Arms, Brms are the electrical and magnetic loading respec-

tively, Amov is the surface area of the moving part of a TLPM 

machine which is virtually the same area as that of the air-gap. 

Fig. 14 shows the variation of the total resistance and the 

inner surface area of the ring sample with the number of slits 

distributed uniformly along the inner perimeter of the ring 

sample. The results are normalized to the initial values of the 

solid ring (without slits). It can be observed that, the optimal 

number of slits is approximately within the range of 50 to 60 

slits, where the reduction in the inner surface area reaches to 

90% of the original area when no slitting is applied. 

The samples were tested with the above-mentioned proce-

dures and the eddy current losses are recorded using modern 

magnetic measuring system (MPG 200D). The tests were 

conducted  with  the  “two directions eddy current set-up”  and  

 
Fig. 14 Slitting number and its effects. 

“one direction eddy current set-up”, shown in Fig. 15. The 

eddy current losses of a solid ring “Method A” using the two 

set-ups with different flux densities is shown in Fig. 16. It can 

be seen that there is a variation in the measured eddy current 

losses between the two methods. This is because, in the 

unidirectional set-up, the induced eddy current is passing 

through a larger effective area which in turn, directly increases 

the path conductance. As explained in [10], this is done to 

indicate the different nature of the eddy current paths 

according to which tooth of the TLPM motor is being 

considered. 

A. Method B - One complete slit 

For the two directions eddy current condition, the eddy 

currents in the ring sample are rotating in two opposite 

directions following the direction of the excitation current in 

the adjacent coils on each ring-side [10]. Considering this, 

extra losses can be incurred due to eddy current pulsations 

giving “leakage current” between these two components inside 

the ring sample, mainly due to the 180o phase shift between 

the eddy currents generated in each ring side [8]. For bi-

directional eddy currents, adding one complete slit of Fig. 

13(b) will only slightly affect the main eddy current path. In 

fact, this method will tend to increase the “leakage current” 

between these two components of the eddy current which 

cause an overall increase in eddy current losses. This behavior 

is clearly shown in Fig. 17, where at 50 Hz, the eddy current 

losses has been increased by 10% and 22% at 25 Hz. 

For the same sample, when one direction eddy current 

condition is applied, the eddy currents rotate only in one 

direction facing lower path resistance. Thus, the losses inside 

this ring sample will be much higher than the first condition 

[10]. Therefore, adding one-complete slit will force the eddy 

current to find a return path, and hence greatly decrease the 

eddy current loss due to increasing the effective length of the 

eddy current path. Adding more than one complete-slit will 

lead to small changes in the eddy current losses due to the 

same concept of the first set-up, i.e. the total eddy current path 

length will not change. Fig. 18 shows that with the “one 

complete slit” method a reduction of losses by 64% and 72% 

as been achieved at 50Hz and 25Hz respectively, when 

compared to the solid ring. 

B. Method C - Unidirectional partial slits 

Both eddy current conditions have been applied to test the 

eddy current losses of the ring sample shown in Fig. 13(c) 

with 50 uniformly distributed radial partial slits. It can be seen 

that this method is very effective when both eddy current 

conditions have been applied. Considering the two directions 

eddy current condition, the advantage of this method is to 

increase the effective resistance of the ring sample. In fact, the  
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Fig. 15 The test setup with ring samples. 

 
Fig. 16 Eddy current losses of solid ring obtained from the two set-ups at 

50Hz and different flux densities (Method A). 

“leakage current” is increased, but the main two components 

of the eddy current are also greatly decreased. For the other 

case of “one direction eddy current condition”, this method is 

also very effective because there is no “leakage current” and 

the eddy current faces a high resistance along the circulating 

path around the ring sample. 

The eddy current losses improvements can be observed in 

Fig. 17, where for the “two directions eddy current condition” 

test, improvements of 34% and 29% over the solid ring 

concept have been achieved at 50Hz and 25Hz respectively. 

The resulting benefits are further increased when the “one 

direction eddy current condition” is applied for the same 

operating frequencies, where 60% and 57% losses reduction 

are achieved, relative to solid ring losses as shown in Fig.1 18. 

C. Method D - Bidirectional partial slits 

The bi-directional slitting method with 25-inner slits and 

25-outer slits alternating along the sample is presented and 

shown in Fig. 13(d). This configuration is very similar to the 

model described in “Method C” but aims to further increasing 

in the eddy current path.  Even though the actual difference 

between the parts in Fig. 13(c) and (d) is minimal, however an 

incremental improvement can still be achieved with the 

“Method C”. This is due the fact that in “Method C”, the eddy 

current has a clear path on the outer surface of the ring sample, 

while in “Method D”, the eddy current path is also interrupted 

by the outer slits. Fig. 15 and Fig. 16, comparing this “Method 

D” with “Method C”, the eddy current losses for the “first 

testing condition” have been reduced by approximately 12% at 

all frequencies. While, for the second condition, the 

improvement is increased by 16% and 10% at 50Hz and 25Hz 

respectively. 

D. Further comparisons 

A final investigative study aimed at an in-detail comparison 

of the methods described above was finally done. The same 

ring samples were tested for different flux densities (while 

maintaining the same current conditions). Fig. 19 and Fig. 20 

 
Fig. 17 Eddy current losses of bidirectional condition at 0.5 Tesla and 

different frequencies. 

 
Fig. 18 Eddy current losses of unidirectional condition at 0.5 Tesla and 

different frequencies. 

show the eddy current loss measurements for all the slitting 

methods at fixed frequency (50Hz) and different flux densi-

ties. As can be observed, this indicates that all slitting methods 

give the same behavior, even with different flux density. 

I. IMPLEMENTATION 

In order to understand the overall effect of the techniques 

presented and validated above on the actual performance of a 

real-life application, the TLPM motor of [3] was chosen as a 

case study. This machine, shown in Fig. 1 and whose data is 

given in Table III, was developed and prototyped for the same 

requirements of a particular aerospace application which 

requires low rated speeds [20]. 

A. FE analysis 

Accurate, 3D, FE models of the TLPM motor of [3] given 

in Fig. 11 were built using solid material (EN8-mild steel) in 

stator part incorporating all the slitting techniques explained 

above. The constructions of slitted models have relatively 

complex geometries consisting of non-axisymmetric bodies 

with anisotropic non-linear characteristics. Moreover, TLPM 

machines have limited length, then the advantage of periodic 

conditions cannot be applied. Then, such cases require full 3D, 

FE mode in order to ensure the continuity of electro-magnetic 

fields and eddy current paths between different sections of the 

machine body. These models then being solved for the same 

ratings given in Table IV in order to provide basis for careful 

comparison of performance and losses. 

The solving results are tabulated in a clear manner in Table 

IV. It can be observed that adding one complete slit (Method 

B) to the solid stator will give a 17% reduction in eddy current 

losses and the thrust force will be increased by 5.2%. 

However, adding one more slit gave only 5% more losses 

improvement with a negligible effect on the thrust force. 

When 36 unidirectional partial slits been applied, more than 

60% of eddy current losses reduction has been achieved, with 

no major impact in terms of the produced thrust force. Inc-

reasing the number of partial slits results in further reduction 
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Fig. 19 Eddy current losses of Bidirectional eddy current condition at 50Hz 

frequency and different flux densities. 

 
Fig. 20 Eddy current losses of unidirectional eddy current condition at 50Hz 

frequency and different flux densities. 

Table III TLPM motor basic data. 

Quantity value units 

Slots/Poles 12/10 - 

Winding type Double layer concentrating winding - 

Rated Force  2200 N 

Rated speed 100 mm/s 

Rated Frequency 2.5 Hz 

Current density(rms) 17  A/mm2 

and give 82% total eddy current reduction at the cost of a 4% 

thrust force reduction. The highest losses reduction has been 

achieved by applying bidirectional partial slits (50 inner and 

50 slits outer), however this does result in the worst reduction 

in thrust performance, which drops by 5.4%. 

B. Experimental validation 

Considering the TLPM slots current given in section IV, 

two slitting methods have been selected, mainly; “Method B” 

and “Method C”. These two methods have been implemented, 

in the stator end parts and stator teeth respectively. Fig. 21Fig. 

(a) and (b) shows one tooth of the TLPM before and after 

slitting technique been applied. Fig. 21 (c) shows the stator 

end part after one complete slit has been applied. 

Having fully tested the TLPM motor with laminated stator 

version of [3] and solid version with slitting method of “B” 

and “C” shown in Fig. 21, a comparison between the FE and 

the experimental results are shown in. Fig. 22. Also, an 

experimental comparison between the produced forces of 

laminated and solid versions is shown in Fig. 23. 

I. CONCLUSIONS 

In this work, a detailed analysis with experimental 

validation of eddy current reduction techniques for solid ferr-

omagnetic materials used in unconventional magnetic circuits 

has been presented. FE analyses of eddy current behavior 

inside single layer and double layer concentrated windings 

have been analyzed. It has been concluded that for TLPM 

machines, the eddy current behavior varies according to the 

particular tooth and depends on the time instant, the winding  

Table II Performance comparisons. 

Eddy current  

reduction method 

Thrust 

Force (N) 

Difference 

% 

Eddy Loss 

(W) 

Difference 

% 

Solid (Method A) 2112 - 21.34 - 

One slit (Method B) 2222 5.2↑ 17.66 17↓ 

Two slits (Method B) 2215 4.8↑ 16.74 21↓ 

36 slits (Method C) 2137 1.1↑ 8.398 60↓ 

100 slits (Method C) 2029 4.0↓ 3.782 82↓ 

100 slits (Method D) 1999 5.4↓ 1.782 90↓ 

 

   
(a) Solid (b) Unidirectional slitting (c) One complete slit 

Fig. 21 TLPM motor; slitted versions. 

 
Fig. 22 Thrust force comparison between experimental and FE result of solid 

version of TLPM motor. 

 
Fig. 23 Thrust force comparison between the laminated and solid versions of 

TLPM motor. 

configuration used and the actual position of the tooth. This 

work also showed that a single layer winding configuration for 

a TLPM motor is intrinsically prone to higher eddy current 

losses. 

Another important conclusion of this work is that the eddy 

currents are dependent on the relative polarities of the 

excitation coils to either side of the teeth. In some cases, the 

use of a single full slit can actually result in higher eddy 

current losses in the slitted part itself. It has been shown that a 

partial slitting method is efficient and can be used in all TLPM 

machine types. 
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